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Dear Mr Alp,  

First of all, get thanks of SUTTAAAS for your availability, your initiatives and your 
commitment to the development of 2AS company. We are at the end of 3 months exercises of 
2as at AIBD with many priorities since the beginning, we come to you regarding the M.O.U 
application and 2AS prospects. Nobody can deny the loyalty of SUTTAAAS as a reliable 
partner. 

Today, SUTTAAAS with 2AS workers expect:  

- The harmonization of wages between SHS, AHS, AF and SENCA ex-workers  
   following their occupations.  

- The organizational chart of 2as. 

- Finishing work and disposition of RAMP, GDV, Cargo service buildings (tiles, roofs,     
  closets, rest rooms furnishing, air conditioner...) 

- M.O.U application for the RETIRED STAFF.  

- M.O.U application for Thies and Mbour staffs who always wait for the two other daily     
  rotations and full week transportation. 

We are committed to the conservation of workers acquired benefits, this brings us to take into 
account:  

- The pilgrimage to Mecca whose registration begins March 1st, 2018, 2AS has to define   
  the selection criteria and assign the tickets.  

- The pilgrimage to Rome whose registration began and will be closed on 30 April 2018,   
      2AS has to define the selection criteria and assign the tickets. 

- Tabaski and Education bounties, Ramadan, Labor Day, Christmas gifts, milk cartons   

  for RAMP and CARGO staffs… 

SUTTAAAS requests:  

- The file of 2as current staff : 
                . CDI staff  
                . CDD staff  
                 . Temporary staff  

- The establishment of 2as joint Commission.  

In addition, SUTTAAAS solicits you about the reintegration of AHS agents :  

- Mr. Mor Padane, RAMP, Technical Assistant, Pushback & Tow truck driver. 
- Mr Assane Seck, RAMP, Driver.  
 
Yours sincerely. 
 

  Alassane Ndoye 


